NAS 2014 Whittlebury Hall Show Report
This almost perennial audio show is now on a smaller scale but is quite friendly and
intimate, shunned by the major brands possibly exhausted by foreign promotions
including the massive Munich High End event. Nevertheless the visitors enjoyed it
and most of the demonstration rooms were well filled with attentive audiences.

Sunshine greeted the morning queues at NAS 2014
The industry body, Clarity Alliance were active and made awards to selected exhibits
as follows.
"Best Demonstration'
dCS

DCS finding a great sound in conjunction with the Wilson Audio Alexia

DCS got a second award :

“Overall Best of Show”

Further awards included :
"Best Pre Show Marketing"
"Best Presented Room"

-

"Most Innovative Room"
"Best Stand in Open Areas"

The Vinyl Frontier
-

-

Henley Designs

Audio Cabinet
Townshend

-

dCS

Pluto by Seigfried Linkwitz
Pluto kicked in with a simple but effective demonstration of the Siegfried Linkwitz
designed and licensed two-way; a time coherent, near point source loudspeaker. The
price is in the £3,000 region which seems a lot for a very compact two-way but the
price also includes four linear power amplifiers incorporated in a compact control unit
which has remote control and active electronic crossovers. Pluto gave an elegant
spacious sound with pin point imaging.

The Pluto importer is Xiang Lin and here is demonstrator Jeff Zhang with the speaker
showing just how diminutive it is. Subwoofer options will be available.

Sound Fowndations
Taking a massive room they played to large audiences with the state of the art
Clearaudio double platter tower turntable with the largest parallel tracking arm on the
planet and with Gamut.

Also with the Clearaudio Goldfinger cartridge

Gamut principal Benno Meldegaard with his flagship Superior RS 9
Loudspeakers and Gamut amplification.
Rogue Audio

Rogue Audio are back, exhibiting with Egglestone Works, and here showing the tidy
new Magnum integrated design. It packs 100W/ch, includes a headphone stage and
costs £2,295

Egglestone Works £10,000 floor standers in one of their more eye-catching colours,
the Rosa Signature, powered by Rogue, both distributed by Divine Audio
Leema announced a new streamer, the Stream IV which includes a transport and
USB inputs plus significant wireless audio connectivity. Fielding their smaller
speakers for this show, the sound remained upbeat and engaging

Straussmann : Seen for the first time in the UK , (by me anyway) Straussmann put
on a big show with their black granite cased high power valve electronics

One of several rooms with Tannoy Concentrics, clearly good with Straussmann
valve gear

Kralk: Alan Clark of Kralk introduced a new miniature speaker of LS3/5a
dimensions with a fast 125mm pulp cone bass-mid and a serious looking 25mm soft
dome built on a machined alloy faceplate. For near wall placement, I thought it
sounded lively and upbeat, tolerably well balanced under difficult show conditions.

Hi Fi Plus blagged a big room on the first floor and Editor Alan Sircom was in full
flow demming his favourite recordings on a pair of the larger Ushers, the BE-20
Diamond DMD. With strong echoes on arrival Alan supervised the placement of a
number of acoustic panels to dry it up a bit.

Thrax presented their sensational Spartacus SE monoblocks at HIFIGUY Driving
Tannoy Kingdom Royals in Carbon fibre finish, fed from an MSB Select DAC with
a large selection of Synergistic cables and acoustic tuning devices for all
departments. The estimate of the total cost was £160,000 for this system. Dynamics
were excellent as were the very clean maximum levels experienced.

Frank Vermeylen from veryfinesolutions.eu came over to support MSB and UK
agents HiFiGuy on this project. D’Agostino was listed for this room but it was the son
Brett, not the older designer Dan, and the product was the new Art Deco style
BullySound power amplifier (now said to be hum free). We have liked the sound of
his earlier offerings.

Kef and Musical Fidelity

Johaan Coorg of KEF was in full flow showing off the new KEF Blade 2 in
conjunction with clearly able Musical Fidelity electronics, especially the handsome
new NU-VISTA tube hybrid integrated amplifier and matching streamer. This room
was packed throughout the show.

Acoustic Energy

AE, Acoustic Energy, were present in several rooms thanks to the hard work of
newly appointed distributor Henley , here showing the AE103

Hi Fi Lounge

Paul and Wendy Clark participated in a massive headphone stand, of which this is
only a part. Their Hi Fi Lounge dealership has such growth in headphones that they
are opening a separate shop for them on their site near Biggleswade. Paul clearly
knew a lot more about headphones and headphone amplifiers than I did!
There is £15,000 worth of product in this photo.

Icon Audio

David Shaw of Icon Audio proudly shows of his pride and joy, huge MB81 valve
monoblocks weighing 100kg each, 200W/ch which employ a pair of giant Russian
MB81 directly heated triodes per channel. The provisional price is £12,500 a pair.
The total heater current runs to tens of amps DC.

Longdoc

Longdoc: this warm room was space heated by Class A Pass power amps while the
Graham LS5/9 provided the sound, performing well in tight conditions thanks to
considerable room treatments. The starring model was the high end Music First
Phono preamplifier, a two box unit with a third unit comprising the transformer step
up, making total close to £10,000.

US turntable maker Merrill Williams made a rare appearance here with the latest
Wheaton Tri-planar Tonearm and their 101 player
Audio Emotion distributor and dealer showed many brands

With the slim but very capable Audio Physic Scorpio 25 Plus, £5,100 and cramped
circumstances a consistently lively sound permeated the room and the adjacent
corridor, delivering packed houses. Auralic was featured for digital replay and at
one point their capable demonstrator Gary Cargill switched from a locally stored hi
def recording to CD quality live internet streaming from Qobuz (FLAC playback at
£19.99/month), and it was pretty good.
When a Hi Fi show demonstrator does not even have to pack music we know that
internet audio has come of age.

Max Townshend shows off his latest tonearm to enthusiast and critic Rafa Todes

Townshend Audio’s latest Excalibur tonearm with some exciting new features for
later introduction including dynamic tracking error compensation.

Violincello Acapella II
This substantial horn system with internal moving coil bass arrangements is
augmented by an unusual treble horn. Here there is no moving coil driver, in fact no
driver at all, as we know it. Instead there is a little ball of hot plasma, ionised gas, fed
high frequency energy in the radio band, this intensity modulated by the audio signal.
Aside from issues of radio frequency interference and a finite dynamic rage, the
plasma ball has almost zero mass and has a near perfect transient response. Bass is
Isobarik, and sealed box with internal 250mm high power woofers
It is priced at some £40,000. The sound was lively and vital with considerable
dynamic headroom.

Enthusiast Recording Engineer Mike Valentine got a consistently good turnout for
his sessions which included live versus recorded; here monitoring with powerful
Focal active studio monitors. Chasing the Dragon is a 45rpm cut of a recent live
concert at St John’s Smith Square.

Another well attended event was the popular Classic Album Sundays here hosted by
Audio Note, and running also on the Saturday!

HIICRITIC co-publisher Marianne Colloms with contributor and musician
Rafael Todes

Thanks to everyone participating and attending and apologies to those I might have
been unable to cover in the time available.
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